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WARRIOR PRODUCTS 

Warrior Windows 

Our range includes steel & timber 

framed windows in fixed and operable 

options 

Warrior Shutters  

Warrior shutters were the first approved 

BAL-FZ shutters available. Compact in 

design and easily retro fit 

Warrior Doors 

Warrior doors are available in hinged 

and sliding fire door options. 

Bushland views just got safer. 

www.warriorwindows.,com.au 
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The Warrior Window range is available in fixed and operable 

options and is a fully compliant system as per AS3959. Our 

Warrior Windows are approved to provide 30 minutes of fire 

protection (-/30/-) and are designed and manufactured in 

Australia. 

 

Full certification issued with installation of all                      

Warrior products. 

Warrior Fixed Window 

Unobtrusive in design, the Warrior Fixed Window 

system is designed to be an aesthetic way to         

protect your home against harsh Australian            

conditions. Made to measure, the Warrior range 

is your first and last line of defence in the event 

of a bushfire! 

Warrior Operable Window 

The Warrior Operable window range consists of a 

winder and mesh system. The Warrior Window 

range is highly customisable, framing can be         

powder coated any colour in the Dulux Duralloy 

range to match clients tastes and building façade. 

WARRIOR WINDOWS 



WARRIOR DOORS 

Warrior Hinged Door 

The Warrior Hinged Door range is a high quality 

product which is customised to best cater towards    

client’s needs. If required stainless steel framing can 

be provided for buildings within 5km of the ocean. 

Warrior Sliding Door 

The Warrior Sliding Door is a fire rated sliding door      

system which offers ease of operation due to highly a 

engineered sliding system whilst providing more than 

adequate protection against bushfire scenarios.  

The Warrior range of 

bushfire doors is fully  

approved for fire ratings 

of  -/30/- and has been 

full scale fire tested in 

strict accordance to 

AS1530.4. 

Warrior Doors come in 

various sizes and ratings. 

Contact Us Now on 1300 

665 471  
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The Warrior Fire Shutter FZ 

range was designed and          

engineered as a neat solution to 

meet requirements of AS3959.4. 

The Warrior range is approved 

for at least 30 minutes fire     

protection  (-/30/-). It is also 

made in Australia by a 100% 

owned and operated Australian       

company. 

Warrior Fire Shutter FZ 

Compact in design, the Warrior Fire Shutter FZ 

can be retrofit to suit new and existing buildings. 

The shutter is manually operated via a pulley    

system and is designed to suit smaller openings 

of up to 2.75m W x 2.5m H. For larger openings 

refer to the Warrior Fire Shutter FZ M. 

Warrior Fire Shutter FZ M 

The Warrior Fire Shutter FZ M is a fully compliant 

system which is used to protect openings within 

bushfire prone areas. The Warrior Fire Shutter FZ 

M is designed to suit larger openings of up to 8m 

W x 3m H however, can also be used for small 

openings. This unit is motorised and can also be 

manually deployed via an electrical switch. 

WARRIOR SHUTTERS 
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1. Design 

Backed by qualified engineers and experienced   

personnel, the level of design assistance and prod-

uct support we provide sets the Warrior range apart 

as a leader in the bushfire protection sector. 

2. Supply 

We’ve worked hard to gain reputation for delivering 

superior quality solutions, something we achieve by 

selecting only the world leading and premium             

suppliers. 

3. Install 

Warrior Windows has a fully trained and approved   

installation network that allows us to maintain a    

standard of integrated system installation that 

equals the high quality of our products. 

4. Maintain 

The continued functionality of our products is          

extremely important to us, which is why we ensure 

we always have the capability, human resources and 

parts to maintain a range of systems. 

Our Customer Service 

Life-cycle 



Do you have a project we can help with? 
www.warriorwindows.com.au 

T: 1800 218 258 

F: (02) 9681 1600 

E: info@warriorwindows.com.au 

Your bushfire specialists! 

• Windows 

• Doors 

• Shutters 


